Employers are evaluating ‘Back to Work’ plans and must have COVID-19 safety measures in place to protect employees and clients. The Mobile Screening Station is a critical component of the safety protocol that requires ongoing temperature screening and results logging of employees and facility visitors.

All-in-one, mobile test station providing access control and a crucial first step in the COVID-19 protocol.

Store thermometers, hand sanitizer, disinfecting wipes, gloves, masks, laptop, etc. Available in 10 colors to match any environment.

As companies begin reopening, employer liability will hinge on safety protocols being in place to ensure a proper transition from ‘work at home’ back to the office environment.

**Immediate deployment to handle:**
- Employee temperature screening
- Results logging
- Screening supplies storage
- Critical COVID-19 testing compliance

**Additional Features:**
- Acrylic face/work shield: 36”W x 32”H
- 24” 15a Power Strip
- 8-Outlets & 15-foot Cord
- Power cord grommets
- Stainless glove box
- Cord pass-through grommets
- External stainless-steel greeting shelf
- Total-Lock casters for safety
- Available in **10 colors**
- Overall Dims: 36”W x 20”D x 72”H (28”D w/Shelf)
Mobile Screening Station

Specifications:

Available Colors:

1013 Oyster
3020 Traffic Red
HW22 White
5003 Sapphire Blue

BK59 Tint Black

HATZ Tint Grey

7045 Telegrey

5017 Traffic Blue

5012 Light Blue

7035 Light Grey